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ABSTRACT

We present a method that uses fluorescent cellular barcodes to increase the number of unique samples that can be analyzed simultaneously by microengraving—a nanowell array-based technique for quantifying the secretory responses of thousands of single cells in parallel. By using \( n \) different fluorescent dyes to generate \( 2^n \) unique cellular barcodes, we achieved a \( 2^n \)-fold reduction in the number of arrays and quantity of reagents required per sample. The utility of this approach was demonstrated in three applications of interest in clinical and experimental immunology. Using barcoded human peripheral blood mononuclear cells and T cells, we constructed dose-response curves, profiled the secretory behavior of cells treated with mechanistically distinct stimuli, and tracked the secretory behaviors of different lineages of CD4\(^+\) T helper cells. In addition to increasing the number of samples analyzed by generating secretory profiles of single cells from multiple populations in a time- and reagent-efficient manner, we expect that cellular barcoding in combination with microengraving will facilitate unique experimental opportunities for quantitatively analyzing interactions among heterogeneous cells isolated in small groups (~2–5 cells).
INTRODUCTION

Immune cells secrete cytokines to coordinate intercellular communication within the immune network. There is great interest in profiling the secretory activity of immune cells because the cytokines they secrete play a central role in the maintenance of immune homeostasis, the elimination of infectious pathogens, and the induction of allergic and autoimmune responses. The considerable cell-to-cell variability present within populations of immune cells underscores the importance of analytical techniques that enable high-throughput, single-cell secretory measurements.

We previously developed a technique called microengraving that uses dense arrays of subnanoliter wells (nanowells) to quantify the secretion of multiple cytokines from thousands of individual cells in parallel. Cells are isolated in an array of nanowells, and a glass slide bearing cytokine-specific antibodies is compressed on the array to capture the cytokines secreted by the cells in each well. Single-cell secretory profiles are created by registering the spatial address of each spot on the resulting microarray of secreted proteins back to the corresponding nanowell, and hence the cell(s), that produced the cytokines. Microengraving can be repeatedly performed on the same cells in a non-destructive manner, enabling analytical processes that are not feasible using destructive or end-point single-cell measurements of cytokine production (e.g., intracellular cytokine staining or ELISPOT). These processes include the retrieval of viable cytokine-secreting cells and longitudinal tracking of single-cell secretory profiles.

To date, microengraving has been performed with a throughput of one sample of cells per process. In many cases, however, the analysis of multiple samples in parallel would increase experimental efficiency. One strategy for multiplexing is to use unique combinations of
fluorescent dyes to identify distinct groups of cells. This strategy, known as fluorescent cellular barcoding, has been used to increase the throughput of flow cytometry\[^9,10\] and cell-based assays for drug screening,\[^11\] as well as to track the behavior of specific cells within complex populations.\[^12-14\] In this Technical Note, we describe the development and validation of three sets of cellular barcodes that are compatible with microengraving. Application of these cellular barcodes enables the simultaneous analysis of multiple samples of cells by microengraving on a single array of nanowells, and thus increases sample throughput, minimizes sample-to-sample technical variability, and reduces both the number of arrays and the quantity of reagents used. Moreover, cellular barcoding opens the door to new applications of microengraving, such as the quantitative analysis of secretory networks governing cell-cell interactions in multi-celled wells.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Fabrication of Arrays of Nanowells.** Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit; Dow Corning, Midland, MI) arrays of nanowells comprising 50 \(\mu\)m cubic wells (84,672 wells/array) were prepared on 75 \(\times\) 25 mm\(^2\) glass slides (Corning, Lowell, MA) following previously reported protocols\[^15\] with minor adaptations. Details can be found in the Supporting Information (SI).

**Cells.** Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated by density centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque PLUS (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) from the whole blood of healthy donors (Research Blood Components, Boston, MA) and either used fresh or cryopreserved. Before use, cryopreserved PBMCs were thawed, washed with complete media (RPMI-1640 (Mediatech, Manassas, VA) supplemented with 10\% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS; PAA Laboratories, New Bedford, MA), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 \(\mu\)g/mL streptomycin, and 10 mM HEPES (all from Mediatech)), and then rested overnight (37\(^\circ\)C, 5\%
CO₂) in complete media. T cells were isolated from PBMCs by negative selection (EasySep Human T Cell Enrichment Kit; STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) and incubated in complete media until use. Details on T helper (Th) cell polarization can be found in the SI.

**Stimulations.** Prior to performing the dye swap experiment, T cells (10⁶ cells/mL) were stimulated in a conical tube for 3 h with 25 ng/mL phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) and 1 µM ionomycin (both from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). To evaluate the effect of dose on the functional responses to PMA/ionomycin, T cells (75,000 cells/well) were stimulated in a 96-well flat-bottom plate for 5 h with 10 ng/mL PMA and 0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1 µg/mL ionomycin. To compare diverse stimulation conditions, PBMCs (10⁶ cells/well) were incubated in a 96-well U-bottom plate in media only or stimulated for 4 h with PMA/ionomycin (10 ng/mL PMA, 1 µM ionomycin), the Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) agonist lipopolysaccharide (LPS-EK, 1 µg/mL; InvivoGen, San Diego, CA), or the TLR7/8 agonist R848 (1 µg/mL; InvivoGen). To test CD4⁺ Th cell lineages, Th0-, Th1-, or Th2-polarized cells (10⁵ cells/well) were incubated in a 96-well U-bottom plate in media only or stimulated for 4 h with PMA/ionomycin (10 ng/mL PMA, 1 µg/mL ionomycin) as indicated.

**Cellular Barcoding.** Three sets of cellular barcodes were applied as described below. Cells were then washed twice with media and either loaded into a 96-well plate to determine classification accuracy or mixed and loaded onto an array of nanowells for imaging and microengraving.

**Antibody-based barcoding.** Groups of cells were barcoded by the combinatorial application of anti-CD45-quantum dot (QD) 705 (20 nM; Invitrogen) and anti-CD45-QD800 (20 nM;
Invitrogen) in media for 15 min at room temperature. Four \(2^2\) unique barcodes were defined based on QD705 and QD800 staining.

**Cytosolic barcoding.** Groups of cells were barcoded by the combinatorial application of the membrane-permeable dyes carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE, 1 \(\mu\)M; Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) and CellTracker Red (CTR, 2.5 \(\mu\)M; Invitrogen). Four \(2^2\) unique barcodes were defined based on CFSE and CTR staining. Cells were labeled by directly adding the appropriate combination of dyes to cell suspensions during the last 30 min of stimulation.

**Streptavidin-based barcoding.** Cells were suspended in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) at 10^6 cells/mL in 15 mL conical tubes that were previously blocked with 0.5% polyvinyl alcohol to prevent the adhesion of cells. The cells were labeled with sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin (0.1 mg/mL; Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) for 30 min at 4°C. After one wash, groups of cells were barcoded by the combinatorial application of 40 nM of streptavidin-phycoerythrin (PE)-Cy7 (BioLegend), streptavidin-ITK-QD705 (Invitrogen), and streptavidin-ITK-QD800 (Invitrogen) in HBSS for 15 min at room temperature in a 96-well plate that was pre-blocked with 10% FBS. Eight \(2^3\) unique barcodes were defined based on PECy7, QD705, and QD800 staining.

**Loading of Cells onto Arrays of Nanowells.** Cells originating from different groups were combined into a single suspension \((5 \times 10^5 \text{ cells/mL})\) after each group had been uniquely barcoded. Then, 300 \(\mu\)L of cell suspension was deposited onto the array. To minimize the chance of cell-cell interactions occurring in the mixed cell suspension, cells were deposited on the array within minutes of being combined together. Cells were allowed to settle by gravity for 5 min before the array was washed gently with media.

**Detection of Secreted Proteins by Microengraving.** Immediately after labeling and loading the cells, microengraving was performed for 1 h to detect interferon-\(\gamma\) (IFN-\(\gamma\)), macrophage
inflammatory protein-1β (MIP-1β), interleukin-2 (IL-2), IL-4, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF) using previously reported protocols\textsuperscript{5,15} with minor adaptations. The specific cytokines analyzed in each experiment are indicated in the text. Additional details can be found in the SI.

**Staining for Viability and Surface Marker Expression.** Where indicated, cells were stained on the arrays with anti-CD8-AlexaFluor647 (2 µg/mL; BioLegend) or anti-CD3-PerCP-eFluor710 (2 test volumes; eBioscience, San Diego, CA). Staining solutions were applied to the arrays for 30 min at room temperature or 4°C and then washed with media. Shortly before imaging, each array was covered with 200 µL of the viability dye calcein violet (2 µM; Invitrogen). Lifter slips (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) were placed on top of the arrays to prevent drying during imaging.

**Imaging Cytometry.** The arrays were imaged using an automated, inverted epifluorescence microscope (Axio Observer, 10x/0.3 objective; Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany; or, Eclipse Ti, 10x/0.45 objective; Nikon Instruments, Tokyo, Japan) with an EM-CCD camera (ImagEM; Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan; or, iXon3; Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT). A custom-written MATLAB script (Enumerator) was used to analyze the images. This script returned each cell’s nanowell “address” and its intensity in each fluorescent channel (Figure S-1).

**Data Analysis.** Custom-written scripts (MATLAB R2010b; MathWorks, Natick, MA) were used to assign well occupancies and correlate imaging cytometry data with secreted protein data for each well. Only viable cells (calcein violet’) were included in the analysis. Statistical tests were performed in Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Additional details can be found in the SI.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overview of Cellular Barcoding Applied to Multiplex Single-Cell Secretory Measurements. To implement cellular barcoding in conjunction with microengraving, live cells originating from different populations were labeled with unique combinations of fluorescent dyes, combined, and then loaded onto a single array of nanowells (Figure 1). Imaging cytometry was used to determine each cell’s barcode (corresponding to the cell’s population of origin), viability, and expression of surface markers, while microengraving was used to measure the proteins secreted by the cells in each nanowell (Figure S-2).

Development and Validation of Cellular Barcodes. We developed and validated three sets of cellular barcodes for use in nanowell-based assays (Figure 2). The first set targeted hematopoietic cells (such as immune cells) expressing CD45 on their surface. Four antibody-based barcodes were created by labeling CD45+ cells with combinations of two different fluorophore-conjugated antibodies against CD45 (Figure 2A). This strategy of barcoding is extendable to other surface-expressed markers common to all populations of cells of interest, but cannot be applied if cells express surface proteins heterogeneously or if suitable antibodies are unavailable. We therefore established a second set of cellular barcodes to label cells with four combinations of two fluorescent, cytosolic dyes (CFSE and CTR) (Figure 2B). Unlike antibody-based barcodes, cytosolic barcodes are suitable for general use with all cell types and are durably retained in cells for hours to days. These features make cytosolic barcodes useful for experiments that involve mixed cell types or that require deconvolution of populations after prolonged culture. Finally, to extend the depth of barcoding, we created streptavidin-based barcodes by biotinylating cells and then labeling them with eight combinations of three different fluorophore-
conjugated streptavidins (streptavidin-PE-Cy7, streptavidin-QD705, and streptavidin-QD800) (Figure 2C). The high efficiency of cellular labeling with biotin-streptavidin and the large spectral selection of commercially available streptavidin-fluorophore conjugates make this approach useful when a high depth of barcoding is needed (e.g., parallel analysis of disaggregated tissue biopsies).

All three sets of barcodes produced uniform, unambiguous cellular staining (Figure 2) and a reproducibly high accuracy of objective classification (Figure S-3 and Table S-1). We note that factors such as the resolution of the microscope, size of the cells, and density of the cells in the nanowells can influence the accuracy of classification; thus, it is important to measure the accuracy for each different experimental system in which barcodes are used.

As with any perturbation, the application of barcodes could potentially affect the biology of the cell. For example, functionalization of the cell surface for labeling might affect the cell’s ability to respond to autocrine cues. It was therefore necessary to assess whether barcoding perturbed the cellular functions measured over the timescale of interest here (hours). Accordingly, we performed a dye-swap experiment to validate that barcoding did not affect the short-term secretory responses of the cells. Primary human T cells were stimulated with PMA and ionomycin, divided into aliquots, barcoded, and loaded together onto an array of nanowells. Microengraving was then performed to quantify the secretion of IFN-γ, MIP-1β, and IL-2 from the cells in each barcoded group. The percentage of single cells that secreted each cytokine was uniform across all barcoded groups within a given set of barcodes (Figure S-4). The inter-barcode coefficients of variation (CVs) were 3–14% (IFN-γ), 3–14% (MIP-1β), and 2–12% (IL-2). These CVs are comparable to the inter-assay variability of other single-cell assays measuring the production of cytokines, including intracellular cytokine staining\textsuperscript{16,17} and ELISPOT.\textsuperscript{18}
Furthermore, the median fluorescence intensities (MFIs) for positive secretion events were similar across barcoded groups (Figure S-5). In each set of barcodes, one group of cells was not labeled until after microengraving, and thus served as an internal, unperturbed control. The secretory response of this group was not significantly different from the responses of the other barcoded groups, further indicating that the application of the barcodes did not affect the short-term secretory biology of the cells. We therefore proceeded to use cellular barcoding in three applications relevant to experimental and clinical immunology.

**Application 1: Efficient Construction of Dose-Response Curves.** Many immunological assays rely on stimulating cells with a chemical stimulant or an antigen, and then measuring the resulting secretion of cytokines. In these assays, it is often beneficial to test a range of doses to determine the optimal concentration of the stimulating reagent. We used cytosolic barcodes to efficiently measure, on a single array of nanowells, the secretory response of human T cells activated with 10 ng/mL PMA in combination with four doses of ionomycin (0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 μg/mL). After microengraving and deconvolution of barcoded single cells, we observed a dose-dependent increase in secretion (Figure 3, top panel). By staining for CD8 (a surface marker that distinguishes subsets of T cells), we identified subset-specific differences in secretion (Figure 3, bottom panel). In response to increasing doses of ionomycin, the percentage of CD8⁺ T cells secreting IL-2 increased sharply, but the percentage of CD8⁺ T cells secreting IL-2 remained at basal levels. In contrast, the percentage of CD8⁺ T cells secreting MIP-1β increased strongly in response to increasing doses of ionomycin, but the percentage of CD8⁺ T cells secreting MIP-1β remained close to basal levels. These observations are consistent with previous studies.¹⁹,²⁰ Together, these results demonstrate that cellular barcoding allows dose-response curves to be efficiently constructed from a single microengraving process.
Application 2: Profiles of Secretory Responses Induced by Diverse Stimuli. Clinical studies are currently trying to establish robust methods to monitor human immune responses.\textsuperscript{21,22} One approach is to test how immune cells respond to diverse stimuli that trigger distinct signaling pathways.\textsuperscript{21} To test this scenario, we applied cytosolic barcodes to PBMCs treated with four different stimulation conditions and measured their secretory responses by microengraving. We observed secretion profiles consistent with the class of stimuli applied (Figure 4, top panel). Unstimulated cells had low numbers of secreting single cells for all cytokines. Treatment with PMA and ionomycin stimulated the secretion of IL-2 and TNF, whereas treatment with TLR agonists LPS or R848 induced the secretion of IL-6 and TNF. By staining for the T cell-specific surface marker CD3, we identified CD3\textsuperscript{+} T cells as the dominant population responding to stimulation with PMA and ionomycin (Figure 4, bottom panel). In contrast, the majority of secretory responses to both TLR stimuli came from CD3\textsuperscript{-} cells. These findings are consistent with existing knowledge on the secretory responses induced by each of these stimuli\textsuperscript{23,24} and show that cellular barcoding can be used to multiplex the analysis of diverse stimulatory conditions for applications of microengraving in immune monitoring, such as the rapid evaluation of immunological responses to disease states or vaccination.

Application 3: Profiles of Lineage-Dependent Secretory Responses. Different lineages of CD4\textsuperscript{+} T helper (Th) cells have distinct transcription factors and secretory profiles,\textsuperscript{25} but cannot be distinguished by their surface markers. To measure the secretory profiles of multiple lineages on a single array of nanowells, we used cytosolic barcodes to label PMA/ionomycin-stimulated Th cells that had been cultured under Th0-, Th1-, or Th2-polarizing conditions, which each promote distinct secretory patterns. Th1 cells can secrete IFN-\gamma and IL-2, Th2 cells can secrete IL-4 and IL-2, and Th0 cells can secrete both Th1 and Th2 cytokines,\textsuperscript{25-28} although in vitro polarization
does not produce 100% conversion.29 After microengraving and deconvolution of barcoded single cells, we found that the percentages of single cells from each lineage that secreted IL-2, IFN-γ, or IL-4 (Figure S-6A), as well as the rates at which secretion-positive cells from each lineage secreted each cytokine (Figure S-6B), were both consistent with the expected lineage-specific secretory patterns. Together, these results show that cellular barcoding in combination with microengraving enables efficient tracking of the identities of T cells that have distinct secretory profiles but indistinguishable sets of surface-expressed markers.

CONCLUSIONS

Here we have demonstrated three sets of cellular barcodes that can be used to increase the throughput of single-cell secretory measurements by $2^n$-fold, where $n$ is the number of dyes used to generate the barcodes. Although we focused on single cells, the platform is also well suited for measuring the secretory profiles from small groups of cells (~1–5 cells/nanowell) with precisely defined demographics. We anticipate that the combination of cellular barcoding and microengraving will enable the quantitative analysis of cell-cell interactions with a resolution that has not been possible using traditional experimental systems and will yield novel insights into the mechanisms governing the behavior of complex cellular systems.
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**Figure 1.** Schematic for using cellular barcodes to increase the throughput of secretory measurements from single cells. (1) Distinct groups of cells (e.g., from different treatment conditions) are labeled with unique combinations of fluorescent dyes (barcodes). (2) The cells are combined and loaded onto the array of nanowells. (3) Viability and surface marker expression (labeled on-chip), as well as the barcodes of each cell, are determined by imaging cytometry. Microengraving is performed to measure the factors secreted by the cells in each well. (4) Barcodes are deconvolved during image analysis to identify each cell’s group of origin. Data from imaging cytometry and microengraving are matched on a per-well basis.
Figure 2. Barcoded T cells. Cells were labeled with (A) antibody-based barcodes, (B) cytosolic barcodes, or (C) streptavidin-based barcodes. The “Negative” population denotes cells that were not labeled. AFU, arbitrary fluorescence units (logicle transformation).
Figure 3. Application of cellular barcodes to construct dose-response curves. Barcoded T cells were stimulated with 0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1 µg/mL ionomycin and 10 ng/mL PMA. Microengraving was used to measure single-cell secretory responses, and surface phenotype was distinguished by on-chip labeling with anti-CD8. The numbers of single cells analyzed are indicated in parentheses.
Figure 4. Application of cellular barcodes to measure the percentage of single PBMCs secreting cytokines after treatment with mechanistically distinct stimuli. Barcoded PBMCs were stimulated with PMA/ionomycin (P/I), R848, LPS, or left unstimulated (-). Microengraving was used to measure single-cell secretory responses, and surface phenotype was distinguished by on-chip labeling with anti-CD3. The numbers of single cells analyzed are indicated in parentheses.
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Supplementary Methods

Fabrication of arrays of nanowells
Arrays of nanowells comprising 50 μm cubic wells (84,672 wells/array) were prepared on 75 × 25 mm² glass slides (Corning, Lowell, MA) following previously reported protocols¹ with minor adaptations. To fabricate the arrays, the silicone elastomer poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit; Dow Corning, Midland, MI) was mixed at a 10:1 ratio of base:catalyst, degassed under a vacuum at room temperature for 1 h, and then injected into a mold containing a microfabricated silicon master. The PDMS was cured at 80°C for 4 h and subsequently released from the mold to produce a glass slide-backed array of nanowells.

Shortly before use, the arrays of nanowells were treated with oxygen plasma (Plasma Cleaner PDC-001; Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY) for 2 min to sterilize the array and render the PDMS hydrophilic. Following plasma treatment, the arrays were stored in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then washed and blocked with serum-containing media prior to depositing cells onto the array.

T helper (Th) cell biasing
Naïve CD4⁺ T cells were isolated from fresh PBMCs by negative selection (EasySep Human Naïve CD4⁺ T Cell Enrichment Kit; STEMCELL Technologies). Purity was routinely >95%. Cells were plated at 50,000 cells per well in 96-well U-bottom plates and activated with anti-CD3/28 Dynabeads (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Th0, Th1, and Th2 cultures were maintained in Xvivo20 (Lonza, Walkersville, MD) and activated with a 2:1 bead:cell ratio. Biasing conditions for each subset were as follows: Th0- unsupplemented; Th1- 20 ng/mL IL-2 (Peprotech, Rock Hill, NJ), 10 ng/mL IL-12 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN), and 10 μg/mL anti-IL-4 (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ); Th2- 20 ng/mL IL-2 (Peprotech), 20 ng/mL IL-4 (R&D Systems), 10 μg/mL anti-IFN-γ (BD Biosciences), and 10 μg/mL anti-IL-12 (BD Biosciences). On day 3, cells were counted, split to a concentration of 5 × 10⁶ cells/mL, and re-fed with fresh media. On day 5, the beads were magnetically removed, and the cells were re-fed and split. Cells were left resting for 2 days before being restimulated for another 5 days as described above. After resting for another 2 days, cells were used for functional assays.

Detection of secreted proteins by microengraving
Microengraving was performed using previously reported protocols¹² with minor adaptations. Poly(L-lysine)-coated glass microscope slides were coated with a capture antibody against human IgG (Zymax; Invitrogen) and a set of 3 of the following capture antibodies, as detailed in the text: anti-IFN-γ (Mabtech, Mariemont, OH), anti-MIP-1β (R&D Systems), anti-IL-2 (R&D Systems), anti-IL-6 (BD Biosciences), anti-TNF-α (BioLegend, San Diego, CA), or anti-IL-4 (BioLegend). The capture antibodies were diluted in borate buffer (pH 9) to a concentration of 10 μg/mL for each antibody immediately prior to being applied to the glass slide.³ Coating was performed at room temperature for 1 h or at 4°C overnight. Slides were then blocked in 1.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA; EMD Chemicals, Gibbstown, NJ) / PBS-TWEEN20 (0.05%; Sigma-Aldrich) (PBST) or in non-fat milk (3% w/v in PBST) for 30 min, washed once in PBS, dipped in water, and spun or blotted to remove excess fluid.

Immediately prior to microengraving, the cell-loaded arrays of nanowells were rinsed with FBS-free media with 0.01% human serum (containing IgG) to provide a positive background
signal in every well. This uniform background signal facilitated the registration of the array during image analysis of the captured protein microarrays. Capture antibody-coated glass slides were placed face-down on top of the cell-loaded arrays, and compression was applied using a microarray hybridization chamber (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). The clamped arrays were returned to the incubator for 1 h to allow the capture of secreted proteins onto the antibody-coated glass slide. The resulting protein microarrays of secreted products were then separated from the PDMS array, washed in PBS, blocked with 1.5% BSA-PBST or 3% milk, and hybridized (45 min, room temperature) with detection antibodies against the analytes of interest. Solutions of detection antibodies were prepared at 1 μg/mL for each antibody in 0.1% BSA-PBST. The following detection antibodies were used: anti-hIgG-AlexaFluor700, anti-IFNγ-AlexaFluor555, biotinylated anti-MIP-1β (in combination with streptavidin-AlexaFluor647 (1 μg/mL; Invitrogen) applied during an additional 30 min hybridization step), anti-IL-2-AlexaFluor594, anti-IL-6-AlexaFluor555, anti-TNF-α-AlexaFluor488, and anti-IL-4-AlexaFluor647 (all from the same manufacturers as the paired capture antibodies listed above).

The resulting microarrays of secreted proteins were imaged with 5-μm resolution using a commercial microarray scanner (GenePix 4200AL; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). The microarrays were analyzed using commercial image processing software (GenePix Pro 6, Molecular Devices). The median fluorescence intensity (MFI) in each channel was calculated for each spot on the array to determine the relative intensity of secretion from the cells in the corresponding nanowell. Data were filtered to exclude spots with saturated pixels or high coefficients of variation (>100). Spots with a high signal-to-noise ratio (>1), low relative local background, and MFI > [MFI of local background spots + 2 standard deviations] were marked as positive spots. Background correction was performed on a per-block (7 × 7 block of nanowells) basis using a custom-written script in MATLAB (R2010b; MathWorks, Natick, MA).

**Calculation of the classification accuracy of cellular barcoding**

Groups of barcoded cells were loaded into separate wells of a 96-well flat-bottom plate; each well contained a collection of cells with a single, known barcode. Calcein violet (2 μM) was then added to identify viable cells. The cells in each well were imaged, and the intensities of each viable cell’s barcoding dyes were determined. Images were acquired within 30 min of when the images were acquired in the microengraving assays measuring secretion. The data from all cells were then pooled to produce histograms of the distribution of fluorescence intensities for each barcoding dye. Barcode classifications for each cell were assigned based on the intensity thresholds determined from these histograms.

The classification accuracy was calculated as the percentage of cells that received a given barcode (i.e., total number of viable cells in a given well) that were correctly classified as having the given barcode. For example, consider a case in which barcode 1 was applied to a group of cells, which were then loaded into a single well of a 96-well plate. If 100 total cells were analyzed from this well, and if the imaging and analysis procedure classified 98 of these cells as being labeled with barcode 1, then a classification accuracy of 98% would be assigned to barcode 1.

The analysis described above was performed by imaging cells with uniformly applied barcodes in separate wells of a 96-well plate. In actual experiments, however, cells with different barcodes are mixed and imaged in nanowells. In these mixed settings, it is possible that two adjacent cells with different barcodes could be misclassified as one double-positive cell. Therefore, to quantify the accuracy of classifying double-positive cells in typical nanowell experiments, we manually
reviewed the images of randomly selected putative double-positive cells and recorded how frequently their classification as a double-positive cell was incorrect.
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**Figure S-1.** Representative image of automated segmentation and counting of cells using Enumerator (written in MATLAB). The positions of the wells are determined from the transmitted light image (not shown), and the segmentation of the cells within the wells is determined from the fluorescence signal of the viability dye (calcein violet; shown in white). Red boxes mark cells that were identified by the segmentation algorithm. The barcode of each identified cell is determined from the intensities of the fluorescent cellular barcoding dyes associated with the cell (not shown).
Figure S-2. Representative composite micrographs of imaging cytometry (left) and corresponding microarray of secreted proteins (right) from a 7 x 7 block of nanowells containing barcoded cells. In this example, calcein violet was used as the viability dye, carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) was used as barcode dye 1, and CellTracker Red (CTR) was used as barcode dye 2.
Figure S-3. Classification accuracy of cells labeled with (A) antibody-based barcodes, (B) cytosolic barcodes, or (C) streptavidin-based barcodes.

Table S-1. Accuracy of classifying double-positive cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barcode set</th>
<th>Double-positive cells manually reviewed (#)</th>
<th>Correctly classified double-positive events (#)</th>
<th>Accuracy of classifying double-positive cells (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytosolic</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptavidin</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure S-4.** Dye rotation experiments to validate that the application of barcoding dyes does not affect the short-term secretory profiles of cells. Secretory responses were compared among uniformly stimulated T cells that received different (A) antibody-based barcodes, (B) cytosolic barcodes, or (C) streptavidin-based barcodes. For each analyte, the frequency of secretion observed from cells with different barcodes was normalized to the unlabeled group of cells (Barcode 1; dark grey). The mean and range of three replicates are shown. For each analyte and barcode set, there was no significant difference ($P > 0.05$) in normalized secretion among the different barcodes (one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)).
Figure S-5. Intensities of secretion from secretion-positive single cells that were exposed to a uniform stimulation (PMA/ionomycin) and labeled with (A) antibody-based barcodes, (B) cytosolic barcodes, or (C) streptavidin-based barcodes. Boxes indicate the median and the 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers indicate the min and max. MFI, median fluorescence intensity. *P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-test. Note: The borderline-significant (P = 0.039) difference in the intensity of secreted IL-2 from cells labeled with the streptavidin-based barcodes was only observed in one of nine replicates of the microengraving process; in all other replicates, there was no significant difference (P > 0.05) among the streptavidin-based barcodes.
Figure S-6. Single-cell secretory responses from barcoded CD4⁺ T helper (Th) cells biased to Th0, Th1, or Th2 and then stimulated with PMA/ionomycin (P/I) or left unstimulated (-). (A) Percentage of secreting single cells from each population of Th cells. (B) Intensities of secretion from single Th cells. Only positive secretion events are shown. Red lines indicate the mean and the standard error of the mean. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-test comparing the three groups of Th cells that were stimulated with PMA/ionomycin. The cells were labeled with cytosolic barcodes in this experiment.